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The VTAC eGuide is the Victorian Tertiary Admissions Centre’s annual guide to
application for tertiary study, scholarships and special consideration in Victoria,
Australia. The eGuide contains course listings and selection criteria for over
1,700 courses at 62 institutions including universities, TAFE institutes and
independent tertiary colleges.
Encompassing profiles of every four-year college in the United States, an
updated guide provides detailed information on academic programs, admissions
requirements, financial aid, services, housing, athletics, contact names, and more
for 1,600 four-year colleges throughout the U.S. Original. 22,000 first printing.
This book examines the consequences of taking a full-blown constructivist
approach into Arabic tertiary education, and uncovers some interesting hidden
factors that prevent cognitive progress in this environment. This seemingly
natural approach to learning does not, in fact, come naturally, but requires careful
preparation to enable learners to accept cognitive experiences that may be
culturally uncomfortable.
Includes material formerly published in the report on Ceylon in the series: Great Britain.
Colonial Office. Colonial reports.
First published in 1998. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men and women who are
interested in scientific discovery, and in its industrial, commercial and social consequences".
The brand's mission is no different today - for its consumers, New Scientist reports, explores
and interprets the results of human endeavour set in the context of society and culture.

Guide to Petroleum Engineering Career By: Engr. Azunna I. B. Ekejiuba (Ph.D.)
Historically, human beings have used petroleum in one form or another since
ancient times (more than 8000 years ago). However, the birth of the modern
petroleum industry was on August 27, 1859, when Colonel Edwin L. Drake used
the then popular cable tool (also called churn or percussion) drilling method to
drill the actual historically first oil well, on a stream called Oil Greek, near
Titusville, Pennsylvania, at a depth of 69 feet, six inches (21 metres). In recent
years, the advent of the transcontinental transmission lines and petrochemical
industries has increased the value of natural gas (methane) to a fuel in great
demand and a chemical feedstock (raw material) for many modern commercial
and industrial products, particularly the synthesis of plastics, rubber, fertilizers,
solvents, adhesives, pesticides, gas-to-methanol (GTM), liquefied natural gas
(LNG), et cetera. Guide to Petroleum Engineering Career is an ideal career
guide, lecture note, practical manual, petrochemical production guide, information
source (to all categories of practicing petroleum industry workers and enthusiasts
who are interested to know more about the current key mankind energy
resources), as well as a reference on the emerging renewable fuel economy
which reflects the challenges faced by the millennium petroleum engineers.
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November 1983Resources in EducationReport of the PresidentPeople's Daily
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CredentialsUniv of California PressReports from CommissionersComplete Book
of Colleges, 2005The Princeton Review
The field of professional, academic and vocational qualifications is everchanging. The new edition of this practical guide provides thorough information
on all developments in these areas in the UK. Fully indexed, it includes details on
all university awards and over 200 career fields, their professional and
accrediting bodies, levels of membership and qualifications. British Qualifications
is a unique resource for human resource managers and university admissions
officers to verify the qualifications of potential employees and students.
In the UK we teach young people to become computer users and consumers
rather than programmers and software engineers. This is creating a chronic skills
gap in ICT. We need around 82,000 engineers and technicians just to deal with
retirements up to 2016 and 830,000 SET professionals by 2020. On the plus
side, the Government's proposal to include computer science as a fourth science
option to count towards the EBac is welcomed. The Committee also welcomes
the EBac's focus on attainment of mathematics and science GCSEs but is
concerned that subjects such as Design and Technology (D&T) might be
marginalised. A Technical Baccalaureate (TechBac) is being designed but if it is
to be a success, schools should be incentivised to focus on the TechBac by
making it equivalent to the EBac. Reforms to vocational education following the
Wolf Review meant that Level 2 of the Engineering Diploma, a qualification highly
regarded, would count as equivalent to one GCSE despite requiring curriculum
time and effort equivalent to several GCSEs. The Engineering Diploma, however,
is currently being redesigned as four separate qualifications. The Committee also
expressed concerns over the Department for Education's (DfE) lack of clarity on
its research budget, and use of evidence in decision-making. The DfE needs to
place greater focus on gathering evidence before changes to qualifications are
made, and must leave sufficient time for evidence to be gathered on the
effectiveness of policies before introducing further change. The possibility of
gathering evidence from randomised controlled trials (RCTs) should be seriously
considered
In Indian context.
Over the last decade as the importance of vocational qualifications has been
firmly established, the system has become increasingly complex and hard to
grasp. Now in its sixth edition, this popular and accessible reference book
provides up-to-date information on over 3500 vocational qualifications in the UK.
Divided into five parts, the first clarifies the role of the accrediting and major
awarding bodies and explains the main types of vocational qualifications
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available. A directory then lists over 3500 vocational qualifications, classified by
professional and career area, giving details of type of qualification, title, level,
awarding body and, where possible, the course code and content. The third
section comprises a glossary of acronyms used, together with a comprehensive
list of awarding bodies, industry lead bodies, professional institutes and
associations, with their contact details. Section four is a directory of colleges
offering vocational qualifications in the UK, arranged alphabetically by area.
Finally, section five is an index of all qualifications, listed alphabetically by title.
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